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The cOmPOSer

Florencio Asenjo wAs born in buenos Aires, ArgentinA, where he studied 
the various tools of music making with the spanish composer jaime Pahissa. when 
Asenjo began his musical life, he found overwhelming the monumental amount of 
repetition that characterized much of western music. At the same time, he noted 
that, in symphonies, concertos, etc., an initial strong theme was usually followed by 
a softer one. the two themes were not formally related – that is, the second one was 
not a variation of the first, but it was a new theme aesthetically and spiritually related 
to the first in a specifically meaningful way. it was not the contrast between the two 
themes that was important, but rather the fact that the second theme effected a natural 
transition to a new territory. then, imagining that this transition might be continued 
indefinitely, he decided to base his composing on he creation of sequences of themes 
that, taken in succession, were each a development of the preceding music. Again, 
his was not to be a formal development, or a variation on previous themes, but the 
creation of entirely new themes connected aesthetically to the preceding ones, a 
development of substance rather than of form, just as the various characters in a play 
do not repeat the same sentences over and over except for special purposes; rather, 
each rejoins the preceding dialogue to take it further, while retaining the continuity of 
meaning and atmosphere.

Asenjo labeled this approach maximalism, the objective of which was to achieve 
a high density of content in constant change. it was not that repetition was to be 
forbidden, merely used sparingly when really necessary. standard formal patterns 
were to give way to the pure relatedness of new musical meanings brought about by 
their respective dynamics. Maximalism is not new. in the seventeenth century Antonio 
sartorio was famous for the large number of different arias he included in each of his 
operas. the public expected such thematic variety, so much so that poor Francesco 
cavalli’s Massenzio was rejected because of its less exuberant style. thus, sartorio’s 



Massenzio, with no fewer than 78 arias and duets – a number not unusual for him – 
came to replace cavalli’s unfortunate opus. in modern times, witold lutoslawski, who 
was in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Asenjo’s current home), in 1991 for a performance of 
some of his works, made the following statement to the press: “i like when large-scale 
forms are built on many ideas. there should be a lot of independent ideas. i think that 
now the general need is for more substance in music.”
 

The muSic

The Batrachomyomachia or “the battle of the Frogs and the Mice,” is an anonymous 
ancient greek parody of the Iliad. the trojans are represented by the frogs, the 
greeks by the mice, with the crabs being allied to the frogs winning the battle for the 
latter. this brief poem has a significant literary quality, and has had some interesting 
imitations such as lope de Vega’s Gatomaquia. in contrast with the Iliad in the 
Batrachomyomachia the trojans win the battle, but its greatest value consists in 
showing the ridiculous side of war just by putting the combat in its right animal  
proportions. leaving aside war’s most tragical aspects, the poem shows how a 
frog’s good intentions to help a mouse cross a lake riding on the frog’s back 
accidentally leads to wholesale strife after the mouse drowns. the music is meant to 
illustrate the story in the spirit of Paul Dukas’ The Sorcerer’s Apprentice and Albert 
roussel’s The Spider’s Feast.
 
the Palm-of-the-Hand Tales consists of incidental music to ten of Yasunari Kawabata’s 
narratives from his Palm-of-the-Hand Stories. these stories are very brief indeed, 
and they have a surrealistic, intense content, each to be taken as complete by itself. 
Kawabata writes like a painter and these stories show it. the ones selected here are: 

1. A sunny Place; 2. the girl who Approached the Fire; 3. the grasshopper and 
the bell cricket; 4. A child’s Viewpoint; 5. goldfish on the roof; 6. the rooster 
and the Dancing girl; 7. the wife of the Autumn wind; 8. immortality; 9. the 
white Horse; 10. gleanings from snow country: enchantment, intimacy, betrayal, 
separation. the last selected story goes from beauty and pleasure to agony and  
sadness, thus the four subtitles i have added. the incidental music is meant to convey 
a subjective response to each of the ten stories, keeping in mind that they are inten-
tionally ambiguous and thus capable of different interpretations.

boccaccio’s Decameron and Margaret of navarre’s Heptameron show the influence 
of what was known of The Thousand and One Nights at the time. Following these 
two works, giambattista basile wrote his Pentameron using folktales and becoming 
the source of very famous stories used later by Perrault and the grimm brothers. the 
tales selected here to frame incidental musical episodes into Basile’s Pentameron 
are: 1. the cat cinderella; 2. the old woman Discovered; 3. the large louse,  
the Mouse, and the cricket; 4. Pride Punished; 5. end of the tale of tales.
 

 
The PerFOrmerS

Kirk Trevor is an internationally known conductor and teacher. Music Director of the 
Knoxville symphony orchestra from 1985 until 2003, of the indianapolis chamber 
orchestra since 1988, and of the Missouri symphony since 2000, he has forged a 
strong musical partnership with three of America’s leading regional orchestras, born 
and educated in england, trevor trained at london’s guildhall school of Music, 
from which he graduated cum laude in cello performance and conducting. He was 
a conducting student of the late sir Adrian boult and Vilem tausky, and went on to 



pursue cello studies in France with Paul tortelier under a british council scholarship. 
trevor came to the u.s. originally on a Fulbright exchange grant. it was in the u.s. 
that his conducting skills led him in 1982 to the exxon Arts endowment conductor 
position with the Dallas symphony. in 1990 he was recognized as one of America’s 
outstanding young conductors, winning the American symphony orchestra league’s 
leonard bernstein conducting competition, which led directly to performances with 
the national symphony orchestra at the Kennedy center in washington, D.c.
trevor was from 1995 to1999 chief conductor of the Martinů Philharmonic orchestra 
in the czech republic, and in 2000 he forged a new relationship with the famed 
slovak radio symphony orchestra in bratislava. with the srso he began a series  
of recordings of American music for a consortium of independent record companies. 
to date, he has made 38 albums of new American music. in 2003 he was appointed 
Principal guest conductor of the orchestra, which he took on a three-week tour of 
japan as well as to many concert venues throughout europe. He has recorded  
symphonies by Dvorak and Mahler with the srso and movie scores for Hollywood. 
As a guest conductor, trevor has appeared on the podiums of more than 40 orchestras 
worldwide, including the london symphony and orchestras in Hong Kong, canada, 
spain, brazil, Venezuela, Mexico, and throughout the united states. At present he is 
the Principal guest conductor of the slovak national symphony orchestra.
 
the Slovak National Symphony Orchestra (snso) was formed in 2002 as an 
independent orchestra comprising top musicians from the various orchestras in 
bratislava, including most of the principals from the slovak Philharmonic orchestra, 
slovak radio symphony orchestra, cappella istropolitana and the slovak national 
opera orchestra. the independently managed snso has developed a world-class 
reputation for film, television, classical and popular music recordings. in addition to 
some hundred film and television successful contributions, the orchestra has also made 
numerous classical cD recordings for naxos, Albany records and eMi.
  

recorded at the slovak radio station 
in bratislava, september 3-5, 2010

recording producer: 
emil nižnanský 
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  	 	 F lorencio	Asenjo

  
 1 The Batrachomyomachia [4:09]

  Palm-of-the-Hand Tales
 2 a sunny Place [2:37]
 3 the Girl who approached the fire [1:45]
 4 the Grasshopper and the bell cricket [2:42]
 5 a child’s Viewpoint [2:57]
 6 Goldfish on the roof [3:42]
 7 the rooster and the dancing Girl [2:52]
 8 the wife of the autumn wind [3:22]
 9 immortality [2:47]
 10 the white horse [4:23]
 11 Gleanings from snow country: 
  enchantment, intimacy, betrayal, 
  separation [9:28]
 

  

  Basile’s Pentameron
 12 cat cinderella [3:08]
 13 the old woman discovered [2:42]
 14 the large louse, the mouse, 
  and the cricket [3:17]
 15 Pride Punished [3:35]
 16 end of the tale of tales [4:43]

  slovak national symphony orchestra 
  kirk trevor, conductor

  total time = 58:47 


